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About This Content

Embellish your landscape with the River expansion!

The River expansion lets you embellish your landscape while changing up the starting location. The River is made up of 11 tiles,
which replace the starting tile. Take turns placing the River tiles while also deploying meeples. Once you’ve used up the River
tiles, continue playing as usual with the other tiles. You must follow the illustration, as always. This expansion lets you more

evenly distribute the landscape you’ll create over the course of the game.
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It was funny...
for the first 20 minutes
after that the game is incredibly painful to go through. The first minutes playing I had difficulties with aiming, but once I
learned how to do it, it became a non-stop massacre. Cocktails, baits and slow-motion cola add spice to it! Pure madness.
9\/10. *Update: I have just been able to finish chapter one, so I've decided to update my review*

Having just finished chapter 1, I can say I am pretty happy with this game. If you enjoy older style Point and Click adventure
games then this is likely up your alley. It seems very much an homage to the Monkey Island games. I can't directly compare the
two, but it has some puzzles very similar to some in those games and even a direct reference in the dialogue at one point. I will
say that in comparing it to that, it is very much in the older style point and click games. If vague clues, and running around just
trying to combine every item with every other item, or trying to interact every item with every interactable part of the world isn't
your thing then you may not enjoy the game.

My only real compaints would be it's a tad short, but I've yet to play chapter 2 which is also included so we'll see what that adds
to the playtime. As well as mentioned in my original review, that I would of prefered a way to skip through dialogue with the
mouse, instead of having to use the escape key. As well as the dialgue ending up being a little hokey at times, with humor being
slightly heavy handed. There are still some technical issues I'd run into, the occassional game freeze with certain interactions,
the sound sometimes skips or repeats itself or animations could be a little funky but if none of that is deal breaking, i'd say the
game is definately an enjoyable experience.

As a footnote, I'd like to say a thank you to dev team. One of them had been in contact with me the past couple of days, taking
information from me and giving me updates on fixes they had been working on that pertained to my issues. He found the issue
with my anti-virus and the games engine, that was causing all the crash issues I was having and got me a workaround so I was
able to play. Any dev team willing to help out the playerbase like that deserves recognition.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Keeping my original post here, though most technical issues are no longer appliciable. Ended up being an issue with my anti-
virus and the Unity3D engine.

*Update: One of the devs has been in contact with me, taken information from me on my issues and said they will be working
on trying to fix what they can as soon as possible.*

Wish I could recommend this game, but as it currently stands for myself I cant. When it actually works, its a pretty fun retro
style point and click adventure. The story seems interesting, the graphic styling is pretty good. Solving things so far hasn't been
too over the top as far as I've been able to play. The only real non technical complaints I'd have for the game is the inability to
skip dialogue without having to use the escape key, I prefer to play these types of games with only the mouse, so it's a little bit
of a pain. As well as the writing being a little hokey, tries a little too hard to inject humor and it falls flat at times.

But when it works is not very often, between the game straight up crashing or freezing during interactions. Or the inventory UI
becoming totally uninteractable without having to quit out of the game and then restart it, trying to get anything done is super
frustrating when almost the entirety of the game is randomly trying to interact objects with things in the environment and its a
crap shoot on whether or not the game is going to just freeze or crash every time you do. If they can fix these glaring technical
issues, and the game is actually playable I'd be willing to update my review.. Interesting but lacks finesse. This is truly one of the
nicest German routes one can have besides Hamburg-Hanover and Munich-Garmisch Partenkirchen. The Berlin Main station
looks very detailed and so does the route to Lutherstadt Wittenberg via the intermediate underground station before the train
emerges from the tunnel. You can run the ICE 1 , ICE 2 , ICE T , Talent 2 , BR423 , Siemens ES64U2 from HRQ in different
liveries with the various IC\/EC consists you can think of or even the DB red Double decker coaches with driving cab end on
this route and not feeling awkward at all or else , you can let your imagination run wild by running the ICE 3 and still fits on it.
There 's even a third-rail equipped S-bahn map with over 20 stations on a 12km track in this route and the suitable stock for that
can be downloaded at no cost as well when you search for BR481\/BR482. The only bummer is the long awaited QuickDrive
update that never seems to arrive here on Steam as promised but again it can be fixed by downloading an update to this route on
Virtual Tracks and the end result , the QuickDrive is quite decent with AI trains moving around the route on almost every
timeslot you choose.. The AT&N Consolidation is one of the finest models available. I can see in the quality and attention to
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detail, that it took countless hours to create, this work of art. I spent weeks learning how to hand fire this engine and maintain
steam pressure going up hills in the horseshoe curve without stalling. As a novice steam engine operator back in the mid 1980's,
I can see the realism of the controls of this fire breathing beast. Whoever purchases this locomotive will not be disappointed.
The are different versions to satisfy even the novice engine driver. The only engine on the steam network that even comes close
is the SPS&S northern, also authored by smokebox. In addition to the model, Smokebox is always ready to answer questions and
very helpful learning the operation of the steam engine. As an old slogan goes "as real as it gets". PRETTY
SLAVY\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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Absolutely loved this game as a kid! Played it through like 5 times. A few years ago I saw it on steam and decided to give it a go
again. It wasn't as brilliant as I remembered it, but I still liked it.. I enjoy the horror genre but with many of the newer games
they don't leave such a dark and eerily haunting presence such as the old horror games for playstaion 1 like Silent Hill. Added to
it most games leave out the fun little puzzles that make your game worth wild and being chased by murderous enemies you can't
fend off until you find their cryptonite or solve the gruelingly dark mystery. This game stays true to that classic feel and I can't
wait to play all the episodes.

-The bad maybe of this game is that you might have it crash before starting but the easy fix is your graphics on low.. I
recommend this if it is on sale. Currently it's on sale for only 49p which is well worth it. 49p for a addictive shoot'em up. I've
managed to 100% perfect this in under 3 hours getting all the achievements. No replay value. Not worth the full price. Only get
if on sale.. Started this dlc as a lvl 1 came out lvl 8 with power armor and a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ton of guns.
10\/10 would become overpowered again.. It's been a while since I've felt physically angry at a game that I'm pretty sure isn't
designed with the intention of trolling the player.
This looks good, the environments seem consistent & apart from the horrific glare that besets Unreal Engine games, the world
feels thought out & that is the end of the positives, everything else is done in the worst possible way unless this is a really
inobvious troll.

It begins with 15 minutes of active cutscenes where the player gets frozen in place but can still move the camera, I've never
really cared for that but what makes it worse is that there are times where it will give you movement control for 30-40 seconds
where literally nothing else occurs, the character speaking to you leaves & you are just in a room; you wait because you get
locked in place & then wander round unable to interact with anything, willing for something to happen to stop you quitting in
disgust & then something will happen, a competently designed robot will trigger an incredibly drawn out explosion. It's well
designed from an aesthetic standpoint but everything around it is so confusingly poor that it overshadows it.
And then it continues to do it.

After the 15 minute intro tutorial of all my cutscene design nightmares made manifest, you get dumped into a locked room with
the same 2 enemies who spawn & just run at you mindlessly firing, it's about 15-20 waves & it's instantly boring. The weapons
have no real sense of feedback, impact on enemies, there is no HUD or reticle so it's hard to tell when I'm taking damage or if
I'm hitting them because these are the bright flash future weapons that I last remember being annoyed about in the garbage of
Steam classic 'X-17'. The game doesn't tell you that you're in a wave based situation either, you just slog through spawn after
spawn & eventually the teleporter explodes & then there is a long pause & then for no obvious reason you spawn into an empty
room and so you wander round looking for things to interact with when there are none & then after what feels like an age (about
90 secconds) a character will teleport in just as you are contemplating returning this because it is the worst paced nightmare of
bad design choices.

If this isn't the most elaborate troll game I've seen, it is a stunning & really sad example of a game world idea & storyline that by
accident has stumbled upon every way to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665the player off; every time I thought I was
transitioning from a cutscene to gameplay, I would end up frozen in place in another excruciating pause for dialogue that I could
pay the barest of attention to because I was so annoyed at the design decisions of it all.

I'm not going to return it, I really should; not Early Access when it definitely needs to be. I really do hope this gets fixed because
there is something there but it is buried deep under annoying & unpleasant design choices that scream, nobody playtested this. I
want to recommend this game to people who deeply love the best of bad games on Steam, this is one of those games like
SuperMoose, like The Rebel where it's hard to express how baffling some of the choices are without experiencing them
yourself. The sort of games that make classic Jim Sterling videos.

It almost dethrones Robert Mensah's Sins Of The Father as the most flawed execution example in my head, that isn't praise
though.. I came across this game randomly, while looking for another game that I couldn't find, or remember; maybe it never
existed. But I'm glad I found this game, and a review by Malkavian, which convinced me to take the plunge. As usual with my
reviews, if you're just here for the factors I'd use to figure out if the game is for you, look for ~tildes.~

'Cause I'm gonna talk awhile.

Games, and gaming, interest me less and less as I get older. For all the wonderful creativity of titles now, both big-name and
indie, time and memory make a mockery out of my desire to actually play games. They tend to blur together, and while I've got
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games I rely on to shake me out of a slump, they're few in number - driven by powerful emotional or nostalgic pressure, or the
simple joy of a well-done mechanic.

Umfend is a fairly short game.

It's also one of the few games out there that instantly, from the moment it started, had my attention. I could feel my heart racing,
and the muggy summer air. This was it.
I remembered what it was like to be alive.

Describing pretty much anything in the game would be a spoiler, but at the same time - spoilers are largely meaningless.
Nevertheless, I'll append a comment for the devs after I'm done.

As to the game itself, it's not really a puzzle-game, or even a horror game (though there are elements some people will find
horrifying); I'd struggle to call it a walking simulator, because the atmosphere is purposefully and painstakingly narrow in
scope. Anyway, all those terms get thrown around too much. Carelessly; thoughtlessly.

Comparing it to other games would be trite; nobody likes their work being compared to something else, or someone else, but -
in the interest of helping people try to puzzle out whether this game is for them...

One of my favourite games is Quake; the first game only, and none of the sequels. That sense of alienness, of melancholy, of
the fact that even though it's ostensibly a shooter (and a good one), something feels off-genre, just out of sight, hidden in the
skybox.

One of my favourite games is Lighthouse - the Dark Being. Another story about parallels, otherworldly and beautiful and
utterly lonely. Also, often pixelated on modern boxes - and without the option to disable that, aha!

One of my favourite games is a strange little Yume-Nikki-like called Soup.
Not too many people played it; most who did, didn't like it.
But the same visceral feeling...

I feel a lot of people will try Umfend, and refund it because it isn't - strictly speaking - a horror game. They'll be drawn in
by those elements and focus solely on them, and miss the care that is in every layer of this game. And I'll be glad if they do,
because this gem deserves the attention...

But I hope some people look at it, and have similar experiences simultaneously unique and known only to them.

~Cons~

- Slow walking speed can throw players who need to go fast all the time; it's a vital part of the game's flow, but certain
people'll wake up in 1996 and not even give the game a chance.
- For some people, the hour-to-three-hour runtime'll be a negative. Quantity is a quality all its own, or whatnot.
- Despite the scares, this is not truly a horror game. People looking just for scares and chills might feel 'cheated' by the
game, even though there are plenty of those!.. But they're kind of tertiary, and, well..
- You have to pay attention. I know a lot of games deserve this, but you have to pay attention.

~Pros~

- The short length. I'm actually tired of listing this one as a con; we expect games to be long because they were lengthy
growing up. We're better gamers now, and games can be more concise. I found the length utterly perfect.
- I... Everything.
- Sorry, the atmosphere, the ambience, the sound design... I don't just want an OST, I'd love to be able to listen to some of the
background sound clips. All of it blends together to create an experience that, if it appeals to you, will have your blood
singing and your heart pounding the entire way through.
- You have your choice of two graphical styles; a grainy, pixel-FMV look akin to PS1 grafix, and the modern, smooth
models. I can't say which I like better; edging me a bit into the latter camp is that some of the text is a bit grainy in the pixel
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category, and everything is important. (But both look amazing.)
- Honestly, if I kept typing, the review won't end.

~Will I like this game?~

Chances are that if you find yourself getting impatient in-between scenes, light puzzles aren't your thing, or you demand
length to your exploration, you might not be the audience for Umfend. Be especially wary if you catch yourself forgetting
minor things, getting frustrated, and then going 'oh' when you realise that they were, indeed, present earlier in a game\/story.
There's nothing wrong with that! But it may make Umfend harder to enjoy.

However. I feel that if you enjoy speculative fiction, horror, stories about loss, and other worlds... If you sometimes look at
the sky and aren't sure why you are, or if you occasionally remember exact moments in your life with an indescribable
certainty, then you should play Umfend. I can't promise that the game will affect you the same way it affected me; but I
think you will be affected in a way entirely unique to you, and that, dear reader, is why if your curiousity was stirred at all -
I'd like you to give Umfend a chance.

As to me? AIHASTO has put themselves on the list of people I'll day-one support.
Thanks for creating this game.. I wouldn't recommend this normally (it's a decent game), but it's really not bad if you can
grab it on a sale. I will give it that the mechanics are really, really interesting.. As there is nowadays a big influx of shooters
games on steam there is starting to be somewhat of a crowd at the bottom of the pile.

This game is down there in the pile. It may perhaps be more on top of that pile as there are worse shooters but that doesnt
help much. Why so? As other reviews have accurately described this game suffers from hard to tell hit collision as enemies
alter altitude and often approach you from behind. I'd also add that pacing is a problem. Evidence? Find a Let's play video
about the first level -> notice the attack patterns and hit boxes? Long long chains of repeating patterns come at you. And
then without much ado the boss crawls forth to battle you.

I must also point out it's by far biggest sin: Pricing. there are other shooter games that i won't be naming that score points as
they are simply so incredibly cheap you can get them for some coins and they give you that 30-60min of mediocre fun. This
one is overpriced and gets annoying quickly and thus it's price\/quality is bonkers.

I like to see past problems of games and find redeeming qualities in them that would make them different and perhaps place
them in a niche. Alas i can't find any redeeming qualities in this game considering the competition on steam AND pricing..
---Espa\u00f1ol---

Hazte una pregunta...\u00bfEstas orgulloso de tu pasado?...Espero que si, porque algun dia podria querer ajustar cuentas
contigo. \u00bfImaginas que algun dia despertases sin recordar nada? \u00bfTe alegraria saber quien eres? Ya sabes lo que
dicen \u00bfverdad?

En ocasiones...el autentico t\u00fa...no eres t\u00fa...

De la vieja escuela llega lo que muchos calificar\u00e1n de un majestuoso tributo a Silent Hill en sus primeros dias, un
juego de horror, suspense y misterio que te mantendra pegado al teclado tan solo por el deseo de saber quien es Solan Walls, y
ya puestos, podrias ayudarla con ello...

---English---

Do yourself a question... Are you proud of your past? I hope, because some day could reckoning with you. Do you imagne
that one day you wake up without any memory of yourself? Would you be happy to know who you are? You know what thy
say, right?

Sometimes the real you...is not you...

From the old school arrives what many could qualify at a majestic tribute to Silent Hill on his first days, a horror, suspense
and mistery game that will stuck at the keyboard just by the desire to know who Solan Walls is, and in the meantime, you
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could help her with that.... I LIKE THIS GAME
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